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ation urfaces. This paper will focus on oblaining
gear designs !hal. minimize these excitations and
then evaluate the sensitivity of some of these
designs to manufacturing variability.

The paper will first focus on the analysis of
two gear designs, one that was exceptionally
noi y and one that was exceptionally quiet. The
transrnissian manufacturer attempted many modi-
fications to the profile of the first design. given in
Table I. No matter what. manufacturing variation
were applied, though, the gear sets were very
noi y. A second gear design, given in Table 2. wi.th
finer module was designed. When installed in the
application. this design proved to be very in ensi-

Live to manufacturing errors. Literally all of the
gear of this de 19n had an acceptable noise char-
acteristic. The de igners were indeed fortunate 10

have come up with this improved design. but the
greater issue was tolearn what was different in the

two design 0 that tills knowledge could be used
10 achieve future designs that are less sensitive to
manufacturing errors. This paper will al 0 pre ent
proceduresthat allow the de igner to determine
the robustness (sensitivity to manufacturing
errors) of a given de ign,

Geali Noise !Excitation Prediction
Transmission error, which results from both

gear tooth deflection and manufacturing errors,
ha long been felt to be the main excner of gear
noi e (Refs. 1-3). Providing tip and root relief to
the profiles of the gear teeth u ua11y compensates
for the transmission error component caused by
tooth deflection. However, there are often occa-
sions when low transmission error gears are still
unacceptably noisy. These occurrences have
resulted ina rethinking of the total gear noise
excitation by con idering two additional force
excitation". one due to the once-per-mesh-cycle
axial hUl!ling of the centroid of the gear looth
force and the econd due to time-varying friction
force (Ref. 4-5). Although the force due [0

these threeexcitation mu t really be added a
vector. in this paper we willalgebraica11y add the
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Abstract
Transmission errors, axial hintling forces and

friction result ill bearing forces that serve as the
major excitations of gear noise. This paper will use
these factors as well as gear stresses and tribologi-
cal. factor to assist in obtaining optimal gear
designs. The de i.gn basis comes from an actual
application in which two different gear pairs were
tested, One 01' the pairs was exceptionally noisy and
the other exceptionally quiet, wi!h the latter being
insensitive to manufacturing variation.

Intl'oouction
The reduction of gear noi e has been a long-

standing goal for automotive engineers who are
seeking to improve thenoise-vibraticn-and-harsh-
ne s (NVH) performance of vehicles, Methods of
reducing gear noise include attempting to reduce
excitations at the mesh by minimizing dynamic
forces due to transmission error or by reducing
force transmis ibility from the mesh to noise radi-

Table, 1'-Gaar IGlomlby for CDII'S8·!Pitch Gear Pair.
Case I Coarse·'P,ilch
Tvpe of gears Pinion II Gear
Number of teeth 21 J 32
Module' I 4.0
Pressure angle (degrees) 2.0.0
Helix angl'e {degrees) 14.0

:1 Active face width (mml 43.0,

Genter distance (mml 123.68
I Outside diameter fmm ' 121.65 I 142.29 I

'Root diarneter fmml 101.94 I 123.41

I
Profile contact ratio 1.'52

I
Face contact ratio 01.83 J

I Total contact ratio 2.35

Table .2-Gear Geometry for Fina-Pitch Gear :Pair;
Case Fine·Pitch
TVDeot asara Pinion I IGea·r
Number oHeed! 30 I 35,
Module I 3.63
Pressureanale fde(Jreesl 20.0
Helix. angle (degrees) 16.0
Active face width Imml I 43.0
Center distance fmml 123.68

II Outside diameter (mm· 122.10 I 143.13 I

II

Root diameter fmml 102.21 II 122.94
Profile contact ratio 1.83 III
Fa,ce contact ratio 1.04 !

II Total contact ratio 2.81 II



first harmonic of each of the individual force as
follows:

Sum of Forces = SF + rEF + FF
where,

SF
rEF
FF

= Shuttling force
= Transmission error force
= Friction force

The evaluation of each of these forces will use

an analytical approach that predicts the load
distribution along the l:ines of contact of the gear
teeth (Refs. 6-7). This procedure accounts for

tooth and shaft deflections, tooth profile shape.
and mounting and m:isalignment errors of the

gears.
Optimal p.,ofile and Lead Modifications
An obviou goal in gear de ign is to come up

with "optimal" profile and lead modlficationslha:t
will minimize gear noise excitation yet still pro-
vide adequate load distribution and root and con-

tact stresses. A problem wi!h designing "optimal" I

modifications is that they are only truly optimal at j
i

one load. In many applications, the loads at which i

ii.1noise is a problem are only a mall fraction of the

peak: load that the gear pair is designed for. For the I

gear design studied here, we chose to optimize the

profiles and leads at 564 N-m of torque at the input

haft. This load is about one-half of the rated load
of the gear set nwas hoped that the modifications
would still be good atload Ie than.564 N-m. A
check: of the excitation value was made at 40.% of
thi load, at 226 -m, In this case, we varied both

the profile modification and the lead shape in order
to minimize tran mi ion errol'.

In order to come lip with an optimum modifi-
cation, we fir t a Slimed that the shape of the
modification would be parabolic and then simul-
taneously varied the starting roll angle of the
parabola and the parabola's amplitude until we

minimized the tran mission error, Figure 1 show
the results of running 400 simulations for the

fine-pitcligear pair, The optimal modification
tarts at the center of the tooth and has a pinion

and gear tip modification of 19.0.5 micron (750
uin.) ..The figure also shows that the transmission

error changes less for increase in modification
than for lesser values, hence telling the d.esigner
'that it would be better to skew the tolerance to the
positive side of the design value.

We next performed a similar variation in the
lead direction and found it best to provide para-
bolic crowning only near the edge of the gear

o·

Figure 1-Varying smmfl,g roll angle and parabol-
ic tip modificatioll.
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Figure 2-Optimum profile and lead'modijicau(JllfO.

the modifications of Figure 2 were establi hed a
the optimum, and the resulting peak-to-peak
transmission error (PPTE) for this modification
was 0.043 microns (1.71 uin.), Although not
shown. the optimal profile modification for the
coarse-pitch gear pair was sim.ilar to that of the
fine-pitch gear pair, but we found that a traight
lead (no lead modification) gave the lowest trans-
mission error. U should be pointed out that each

of these modifications does nOI. consider the

effects of mi alignment.
However. in order to simplify profile model-

ing, sub equent design analyse will use a circu-
.Iar profile modification of ]2.7 microns and a cir-
cular lead modification of 3.8 microns. This lead
modification i shown as the dashed line on the

lead chart in Figure 2,
fOl'ce 8ndTran.SmlssionEnor Resu\ts

Figures 3 and 4 show the effect of load on pre-
dicted nan mis ion en-or for the foljowing three
cases of both the coarse- and fine-pitch gear sets,
respecti vely:

'. Perfect involute teeth (Involute),
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• Teeth with the optima] profile and a circular lead
modification (Design).

For each sel. of gears, the optimal profile has

its lowest trail. mission error near the de ign tor-
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Figure 6-Compari:Son 0/ sum of forces /01' fine.
pitcll gear pair.

que of 564 N-m, and transmission errors are lower

than the perfect involute's from about one-half of
the de 19n torque up to the maximum torque. The
tran mi ion errors for the optimized fine-pitch
gear pair are much lower than the values predict-

ed for the coasse-pitch gear pair. The circular lead
modification provides slightly higber value than

the edge modification, but not so milch as to

change the strategy of using it in all gear de igns,

Figures 5 and 6 how imilar plots for the pre-
dicted sum of forces. For each of the cases, III

forces predicted for the fine-pitch gear pailr are
much less than for the coarse-pitch gear parr. This

would indicate that the mathematical model'
results correlate well with the experimental noise
results ofthe gear manufacturer.

Optimall Designs
:Inan effort to further improve the design, a vari-

ation of the procedure from Houser, et al, (Ref. 8)
was u ed to urvey a lar-ge number of de igns in an
effort 10 obtain d ign that have both low uans-

mission error and low sum of force • bUI al 0 have
favorable stresses, efficiency, lube film thickne
and flash temperature. In addition. we wished to
check out the best of these designs for their sensi-

tivity to manefactaring errors.
The first step in the procedure was to select

ranges of variable 10 be studied and then run a
huge number of design cases w.itb.inthe elected
design space. In this instance, a two-stage evalua-

(ion was performed where the first range of vari-

ables was developed around the on ginal designs
(see Table 3). Center distance and face width were

kept at the original value for each design.
Approximately 20,'000 de ign were evaluated,
with the main conclusion being that the next et of

design should have higher tooth numbers and the
possibility of Jonger tooth profiles ..The variables
of the econd iteration that were evaluated in
much more detailare given in Table 4. In th.i
case, close to 100,000 designs were evaluated.

A plotting routine has been developed that
allows the user to first plot any deign or output

variable versus any other variable, Curr-ently, we
have 40 var-iables available for plotting. Figure 7
shows peak-to-peak transmi sion error plotted v .

sum of force results for about 22 ..000 de ign .
Although the two variables do appear to be relat-

ed to one another. the low transmission error cases
are not al the lowes! sum of forces and viceversa.
This implies that there is no one be t design based
on these two parameters, and compromises must
be made in selecting the "best" design. Figure 8
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shows the same plot with a portion of the data set
being selected a favorable design , In this case,
the limits were 0.1 m:icrons for transmis ion error
and 67 N for sum of forces.

In subsequent plots. the 386 selected designs
out of a total of 22.903 will be highlighted. Of the
22,90'3 designs, roughly 12% of the designs have
transmission errors les than 0.1. microns while
another l l'k have sum of forces less [han the cut-
off value of 67 N. It is interesting that only 1..7%
of the design irnultaneously satisfy both criteria,

One might ask the question: Which design vari-
able- profoundlyaffect either transmission error or
sum of forces? htlhe appropriate literature. many
authors have advocated using integer face contact
ratio 1.0 minimize transmission error. Although this
tends to be true for gears with perfect involutes.
Figure 9 show oilly a slight effect from face con-
tact ratio. with the few really low transmission error
design occurring at face contact ratios between
LOS and 1.20.111 general. we have found that once
profile and lead modifications have been applied to
gear teeth. the face contact ratio plays only a ec-
ondary role in minimizing transmission error.

However. when we check the effect of total
contactratio on transrni sion error (shown ill Fig.
10), we see 'that minimum tran mi ion error val-
ues occur for contact ratio near 2.9. Apparently.
none of these [ow transmission error designs also
have low slim of forces. since no poims in the low
transmission error region are highlighted. Total
contact ratio also has a pronounced effect on sum
of forces. but the region of lowest urn of forces
has hifted slightly up [0 face contact ratios
between 2.9' to 3.2. a hown in Figure II ..

OUf selection process did capture some of the
very best sum-of-force designs. Had we wanted to
capture more of the best tran mission error designs.
we would have bad to change our selection criteria
by increasing the level of the sum of forces used in
the selection process, From Figure 12. we see that
there is a1 0 a region for minimum sum of forces
around the profile contact ratio of 1.65.

One should be cautioned on rwo front before
making global conclusions regarding this infor-
mation:
L) Even at the contact ratios that give minimum

'8'lIle J--IF,irst Set of Design! Par,ametll'fs.
Levels Range' 01Variables

I
Gear ratio 1.078-1.192
Pinion teeth 25-32
Pressure angle (degr,eesl 3 18-22
Helix 8ngle (degr,eesl

I

5 12-i20
Center distance ratio 2 0.968-1.036
Hob lengthx module 2 2.35-2.55
Tip relief (mm) I 1

I
0.0127

Tabl'e4-Second :5111of !lJesign Parameters.
Levels Range of Variables

Gear ratio 1.078-1.192:
28-33Pinion teeth

!Pressure,angle (degrees)
IHelix angle !Idegrees)
Center distance ratio
Hob length x module

I Tip relief {mm)

3 18-22
4 16-22
5 0.968-1.036
3 2.3_ 2.55
3 0.0114-0.0140

Peak·le-Peak TIE II,tm)
1

0.1:: :

0.01 -1---+-- ..........---+------- ...........------+----1
,0 1,00 20,0

SlllT1 01 Forces (N)
300

Figure 7-Tr.ansmission error VS. slim of force
results for second design parameters.

pw·to·Peek TIE (11m)
1

0.1

0.01 +---+--------+----+-.-01
o 100 2,0,0 JOO

Sum of Forces IN)
Figur,e 8-Selection of "Best" 386 rllllso! the sec-
ond design parameters.
mum" range may be unique to a given design
specification.

Figure 13 shows that the contact stresses seem
to be highly dependent on the profile contact ratio.

values, there are still many more designs that give again with a best range appearing in the 1.5-11.8
unacceptable value . so simply . electing a. total contact ratio range. The sire e are relatively low
contact ratio. near 2.9' or 3.0 does 1101 guarantee low because we did our design evaluation at roughly
transmission error or urn of force . 50% of design torque. but we feel that there would
2.) Tile actual value' of contact ratio that minimize be few changes in the trends if we were 10 re-eval-
the noiseexcitations may change when we elect uate 'thede ign at the de ign torque, Also of inter-
new design variable ranges, o each of the e "opti- e t is the fact that most of our selected designs
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have relatively low contact stresses.
This is not the case for root stresses that are !

I
hown in Figure 14, where we see that pinion bend- i

.ing Ires e of the elected design are pretty much
in the middle region of 'the stress range. However,
if minimum stress is an important design criterion"
it could have been used in the selection process,

p.elIk,·to-PelIk, T E Uunl
11:

nm~I~+-~~~+-~~~~~~~
:0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 11.3' 1..4 11.5 1.6

IF~ CorecI' FI'~o
Figure 9-Effecl of/ace contact ra/io on ,l7a.flsmis·
siim e71'01'for th« second deSIgn parameters.
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O.m ----
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F.igllrel()-Effect of total contact ratio on tra-nsmis·
sion error for the seeond set of design parameters.
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Figure U-Effect of tota.1 COlltact ralio on SU11I of
forces Jor the ec07ld et of desigfl parameters.
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- - I2Ill ......

100
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Prctie GOIltact Ratio

F~gur-e12-.Eflect ofproJiI'e eomact ratio on sum ,of
foree .for tile second set of design param.el41rs..

but some compromi e regarding transmission
error and other factor would have had to be
made in order to cbtain truly low stresses.

Finally, !ltela I. re pon e variable we shall

look at is nash temperature, which is hown
plotled v . profile contact ratio in Figure ]5.

Again our elected designs seem to have rela-
tively low flash temperatures. The lowest flash

temperatures tend to occu.r fer gears with the

lowest profile contact ratio. but the highest flash

temperatures also occurred for these contact
ratios. The range of fla h temperatures of the

designs tends to become narrower as profile
contact ratio increa es.

Manufacturtng Robustness
The manufacturer's experimental evidence

indicated that the coarse-pitch gear pair tended to
be noisy for all manufactured tooth profiles and
the fine-pitch gear pair tended to be insensitive to
manufacturing variation, Consequently, we set
out to perform simulations that emulated the

effects of manufacturing variation for both the
manufactured geometries and the "best" of the

selected geometrie of the previous figures.
Now, however, we expanded our base of de igns

by repeating the runs of the previous figures and
byex panding OUI range of t.ip relief amplitudes to

three levels.
A special analysis procedure was developed,

where the following errors were deemed to be
simple repre entations of manufacturing errors
that might happen in practice;

• Profile slope error (often called pressure angle
error),

.' Profile curvature error (crown-type error),
'. Lead slope error (also incorporales misalign-
ment effects), and
'. Lead curvature error (lead crown error).

The load distribution simulation program has
a module that allows one 10 input the standard

deviation for each of the errors. Then the errors
are randomly amp led from a normal distri-

bution. The user either supplies standard devia-

tions or may enter the AGMA values (Ref. 9). We
feel this procedure is very representative of gears.

that are randomly selected from production. In

each ca e, 50 computer simulations were made
using randomly selected profiles and leads wi.lh
each of the four manufacturing variations having

a standard deviation of 2.5 microns.
Figure 1.6 show a plot oflhe transrni sian

error robustness results. and Figure .I7ltews a
similar plot for urn of forces for the 30/35 tooth
pair of Table 2 u ing circular profile and circular
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lead, Gene:ral conclu ions from Figures 16 and 17
arethat the error band tends to be narrowe t. near
the torque used to optimize tile transmission
error, Sometimes using manufacturing deviation
actually results in a slightly better design because
the new type of profile modifications might
stumble onto a more optimum type of modifica-
tion hape, For instance, providing a slight
amount of pres ure angle error might improve
one ofthe response variables. such as transmis-
ion error or contact stress. Similar plots were

made for stresses, flash 'temperature, efficiency
and filmlhick.ness inl order to determine the
effects of manufacturing variability on the many
response variable of a given design.

Table 5 show a summary of the robustness
analysis for 10 different designs as follow:
a) The two manufacturer' , designs given in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively;
b) The Iowest transmi sion error design and the
lowe !. sum of force design;
c) Two similar designs that were proclaimed
"best," based not only 011 noise excitation, but
also including flash temperature, efficiency, lube
film thickne s and root and contact stresse ;
d) The best high contact ratio design; and
e) 'Three other "good" de ign .

There isa lot of data in the table, so only the
highlights win be w.s.ell sed. The firsa J 2 row
present general design information. CD Enlarge-
ment indicates whether the de ign is operating on
standard centers (] .0), enlarged centers (> ~.0) or
contracted centers « 1.0). Tool height indicates
the length of the rack u ed to create the involute
tooth. Fun radius cutters are u ed in evaluating
the root stre ses,

TE at 564 N-m indicate the transmission
error at the design torque. ate thai the "new"
design has much lower transmission error than
the original design, but that most of the addi-
tional design have similar Of lower transmis-
sion errors. The robust average is the mean
value of tram mi ion error for the 50 robustnes
runs when evaluated at the design load. It is
interesting to note that the "new" de ign isthe
best of the group in thi regard. The robu t max-
imum is the worst case value coming from the
50 run . Again the "new" design eems excep-
tional in this regard.

The next three rows show similar results for
the sum of forces. However, now some of the
other designs exhibit much better characteristics
than the "new" de ign.

Contact Stres; IMP.!!
100ll- . ... . .. . , " , .

950

801l·=-===---
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0i 2.2 2.4 i

Profile Contact Ratio
Figure .13-EfJect ~fprofile cOlltact ratio on: the
contact stresses for the second set of,desiglJ par.otn-
eters,

Pin.ion Bending Stress (MPa)
250 , ,

I150
1

, .

I· ..
100:11-' -+- __ -I-+-__ -"'!"_!_-+- _+__~

11.0 1.2 1.4 1.6, 11:6 2.0 .2.2' 2.41'
Profile Contact Ratio

Figure lil-Effect of proflleconlact rauo 011 ,tile
piniol.1 bending stresses for tile second' setaf design
parameters.

Flash 1empelatwe (degC)

,
•••••••••••••• ~I •• ~ ••••••••••••• ~ •• ~ • -

1.0 1.21.4 1.6 ta 2,(12.2' 2.4
Profile COI'Itad Ratio

Figure 15-Effectof profile cmUo.ct.rano on the
flosll ternp.erature for the econd et of de ignpa.
rameters.
values recorded for the worst or the 50 test cases.
Here, the "best" designs have very low contact
stresse and the high contact ratio set has
extremely high contact stress for its worst case
errors.

The next three rows are all factors related to
sliding velocity, namely: flash temperature, film
thickness and percent of energy los . Each is an
average value of the 50 test cases, but data is also
available for "maximum" values. One of the rea-
sons the two "best" designs were selected is that
they are equivalent to most other designs in terms
of noise excitation and stresses, but have very
good levels of these three values, The highcon-
tact ratio set does not have acceptable levels of

The next three rows are the maximum stress these variable ..
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Table S-Summ8ry of Robustness, Anal:ysis of III IDifferent ,Designs. ill

"New' Low Sum 'Best" I Similar High "Good" "Good" "Good-
'Original Design LowTE of Forces Desi n Design 'Contact RaliD Design Design, Design

Identifier 27/30 I-;3l)!3S 43017 61685 418355 I 61USS 620425 511385 74429 S~YIPinlOnJe81h -1.1_. _ l-:aiJ 2!1 2!1 11 11 33 3<' 32
Gear Teeth 32 J5 34 33 37 37 39 J5 ss 33 I

Pressure Anoia Ideoreesl 20 20.7 20 18
,

20 20 18 18 20 20
Helix Angleldegrees) 14 16 18 22 22 2Z 22 18, 1S 22
Module~. 4,00 3.63 3.79 3,60 3,18 , 3.18 3.26 3.42 3.42 3.69

I Profile Contact.iRatio 1:52 1.83 J IJ7 1.66 1.62 1.62 2,19 1.74 1.81 1.63
I feee Conte ct Ratio 0.83 1.04

"

1.12 1.42 1.61 1.61 1.51 1.24 1.08 1.39
Total Contact Ratio 2.35 _2,87 __ I-].B9 3,,08 3.23 ~23 3.76 .2.98 2,89 3.03:___
CD IEiilarllemenl 1'.011-' - 1.008 0,987 1.028 ,;~ 1.030 0,916

- -4027 1.001 1.001
- -

Tool Hei~ht 2.41 2.16 I 2.55 2.75 2.15 2.75 2.15 2.75 2.15 -·Wr-i'1iiillelfe Imlcrons] 1l-lIL 12.70 12.70 11,43 12.70 11,43 11.43 12.70 12.70'- II
If'!".lUIJ m u,6Oi!_ D,054 _oms- o,wr 0,044 ~oli~- _o,02,!l_ -q.lJl!O- _O.028~_' _O~[f.J2..
liTE ~~~~g. l~mJ 0.67 -0.13 0.15 0.18 0,14 0,13 0,21 0,13 0.22--
TE Rob" Max.ljJrTiJ' 1.26 0,29 0,40 O.~5 O,~ 0,38 0.40 0,57 0,32 0.60
!Sum of ;Forces (Nt 263~:l- 88,8 90.1 ~_26.!_ 38.9 _32.!-\ _53}_ -:'9.~~ 77.9 33,2

E I~um of !Forces Rob .• Avg. ~ 299.9 1108.6 12T.9 59,0 73.9 68.8 74.9 , 75:5 --wz.7-- 7~
-z Su m of forces Rob., Ma~. IN] 637.4 I 185.6 207.8 168.5 172.9 ~~.7 1511.5 171.6 H5.8 181.0

~ , Max. Contact Stress IMPe! 967 I 1014 1109 964 883 873 I 1504 I 902 908 926
Max. Pinion Stress IMP.al 203 189 172 180 180 178 I 224 164 174 1 182
Max, Gear StreruMPal I ne --.175 183 22L- ~~- [-'312 221 172 175 '- 182 -

I~.g. Film Thickness 1YmL- , 0.26- 0.24-' 0.17 0,22 0.3~_ 0.09 f-0.32 _ 0.26 0.29
~~rlaSh Temperature1°cr ---151 159, 176 1 17ti 128 133 223

-

132 146 151
Av .Psre entLoss n,t2- -O,!!4 0.79 0,88-. - 0:71- r-O.71 0.79 0,88 0.50 OJ5

wE TERob.,A\lU_mJ. ___ 0,52 0,44 0,50 , 0,.48 0.49 0.41 , 0.15 0,59 0.47' 1 0,66,
N.

I I,NZ SUlJ"Lol Forces Rob. Avo. [NT L 330,2 133,2 130,9 120,2 163,1 146,2 I 59.3 129,2 121.3 I 135.7

Finally. the last two row . bow the average
values of transmission error and urn.of forces at
a lower load of 226 N-m, which i. more typical
of the noi y application load for these gears .
Here. the high contact ratio et seems to hine .
having by far the lowest mean values of trans-

mission error and sum of forces. It is intere ling
that our "best" design are not 0 good in the e
features and the "new" design is quite good.

Summary
Inlhis paper, we have developed a procedure

that. allows the incorporation of manufacturing

variability into the gear de ign process. AILhough
our main focus has been on gear noise excita-
lions, the procedure also allows one to determine

the effects of manufacturing variability all other
design re ponses, uch as root and contact stress-
es and various scoring indices. Two examples
were used to demonstrate !.he procedure: one

gear set that has been known to be noisy and a
econd that was known to be quiet. In addition,. a

procedure has been presented for evaluating
numcmus different gear geometries for the 'arne

application, The predictions how that many
de ign with far differing geometries can provide
"good" de igns. How one weighs the many fac-
tors used to assess a de ign wiIJ dictate which of
the many good designs might be selected.
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When lots of little things
mesh ...

of the modeling procedures. used for the gear
analyses presented in this paper. 0

This paper was previously presens.edl at the
Int,ernatiion!a,1 Conference ,on Mechanical
1!ransmissions, thongqing, China, .April !i-'9.
20011.
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